Box 1:

1891 - Geology (Rolfe)
1894-96 - Botany (Burrill)
   Chemical Water Survey
   Chemistry (Palmer)
   Applied Chemistry (Parr)
   Mathematics (Shattuck)
   Pharmacy (Sanford)
   Philosophy (Daniels)
   Physics (Sayer)
1898 - (Letter from Rolfe to Forbes)
1901 - Botany (Burrill)
   Pedagogy (Dexter)
1902-03 - Annual Report of College of Science (Forbes to Draper)
1903 - Botany (Burrill)
   Chemistry (Grindley)
   Geology (Rolfe)
   Physics (Carman)
   Physiology (Kemp)
   Zoology (Smith)
   Research Work
1904-05 - Botany (Burrill)
   Chemistry (Grindley)
   Geology (Rolfe)
   Household Science
   Mathematics
   Physics
   Physiology
   Zoology
   Registrations (by department)
1909-10 - Annual Report (Dean's) Appendix